
   Micheals’ Prayer Points

Dear Family and Friends,

The new year has started and our work with Wycliffe has taken off well. Barb has been processing many new Interns and 
Volunteers with Wycliffe and placing them around the world. I have been busy too in helping people take steps toward long 
term service with Wycliffe. Currently I have 6 people in application with us for long term work and Barb has another dozen 
going out short term.

Three days ago I helped Jesse Atkinson, a young 
man who is graduating from a seminary start 
his application with us. He plans to go to Mexico 
to begin Bible translation work there. I first met 
him at the Reformation Bible College where I 
went twice a month to hold prayer meetings 
with their students for unreached people 
groups. He became interested in our work after 
hearing about it at the Bible college. Jesse went 
to our linguistic training school a few summers 
ago and met Erin, who was doing translation 
work in Mexico as a single woman. They fell in 
love and married and headed to seminary. Now, 
seminary is done and I helped Jesse take the 
first steps in application with us. I also talked 
for two hours two nights ago with a couple from 
Birmingham, Alabama who are considering 
service with us in Asia and the day before that 
I helped with a couple in application hopefully 
headed to Papua New Guinea! 

As we continue our work with Wycliffe we are in need of your prayers. Here is how you can pray for us:

1) The application system Barb uses for Interns and Volunteer continues to grow in complexity. Some of this is due to 
Wycliffe’s increased desire to make sure our staff go 
through proper orientation and training. However, new 
requirements are being put into place because of the 
potential for others to hack into our systems and this is 
requiring many more steps to be taken before people can 
go overseas. Additional testing is also beginning to be done 
when teams of workers are going out to the same location 
at one time so that we can help these teams better work 
together as they discover the strengths and weaknesses of 
each individual. So, please pray that Barb will be able to 
handle this increased work load.

2) As our work grows overseas and new Bible translation 
projects are started in so many new locations, the work 
force gets stretched pretty thin. We really need a huge 
influx of new staff. At times, the number of newly 
interested people has been small, but when there are many 
people the work can quickly escalate. We are finding today 
that there are so many things that prevent so many people from moving with us that take a lot of discussion, prayer and 
planning that it almost drains us emotionally. What used to be a potential workforce that had few addictions, strong church 
and family situations and strong financial situations today finds us working with many people coming our ways with little 
connection to the church and who want to serve. People with not just one, but multiple addictions and bad habits and 
sometimes coming from very dysfunctional communities. It takes real wisdom to understand who really is in a position to 
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move ahead and who isn’t. So, please pray not only for our strength to deal with all of these issues, but that the Lord would 
send us people who are more ready to serve.

3)      One of the issues that comes up with a rapidly growing Bible translation movement is that the workplace is becoming 
more diverse. Diverse in terms of the number of partner agencies that we work with and what the work looks like on the 
ground today from what it looked like when we served overseas. This has presented challenges not only in keeping up to 
date on changes that continue to happen, but also with new requirements that partner agencies have. Communications is 
also a greater challenge because we are now communicating with many people who don’t share similar cultural backgrounds 
so what may have been understood as implied information. Even the choice of words can take on different meanings in 
different cultures. This means we are now communicating with people who grew up in cultures very different from us in 
places like Africa, Asia and Latin America and the potential for miscommunication and misunderstanding is great. So far, 
there have not been many problems for which we are thankful. However, we do ask that you pray that we will be quick to 
listen and slow to speak and value those with other communication styles and even those who use English as a second 
language. Wycliffe is an English speaking organization, but as number of partner agencies grow we are discovering our 
need to be more aware cultural differences. So, please pray for a spirit of unity as we do our work.

4) Wycliffe USA has just appointed a new President. Bob Creson, who has been the President for over 15 years and who I 
worked with as a Vice President is finishing his terms of service. In his place, Dr. John Chesnut, will serve as the new chief 
officer of our organization. As you can imagine, when there is transition of leadership there is change around the corner. So, 
we ask you to pray for John and the new team of leaders he is appointing to serve with him and please pray for us that 
we would be good followers to whatever is decided. 

5) The last thing we ask you to pray for again is our finances. For almost two years now we have continued to be at a level 
of financial support lower than what the organization tells us we need to be at. When we first mentioned this prayer point 
to you, we were at 82% support with the 80% mark close by which would trigger our being asked to step out of our work 
to raise needed financial support full time. That is something we really do not want to do! After we noted this our support 

improved during the following 
year and rose to 92%, but it 
has now decreased to 88%. So, 
please pray that we would be 
able to reach a sustainable 
100% level for the full support 
Wycliffe says we need to be at.          

Thank you for praying. If the 
Lord lays it on your heart 
or your church to become 
partners with us, the links 
below our names will tell you 
know to do that.  

(Make check out to “Wycliffe Bible Translators”. On a 
separate note write,
“Preference for the Wycliffe ministry of Chuck & Barb 
Micheals, Account # 221879”)

Give To The Micheals Securely Online:
Wycliffe’s Online Giving Page for Chuck & Barb Micheals

To Learn More About Us:
www.cbmicheals.ning.com

Personal Correspondence:           
5167 Poinsetta Ave.                         
Winter Park,  FL 32792                   
(321) 278-2225
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